Bay of Bengal Intraseasonal Oscillations and the 2018 Monsoon Onset


ABSTRACT: In the Bay of Bengal, the warm, dry boreal spring concludes with the onset of the summer monsoon and accompanying southwesterly winds, heavy rains, and variable air–sea fluxes. Here, we summarize the 2018 monsoon onset using observations collected through the multinational Monsoon Intraseasonal Oscillations in the Bay of Bengal (MISO-BoB) program between the United States, India, and Sri Lanka. MISO-BoB aims to improve understanding of monsoon intraseasonal variability, and the 2018 field effort captured the coupled air–sea response during a transition from active-to-break conditions in the central BoB. The active phase of the ~20-day research cruise was characterized by warm sea surface temperature (SST > 30°C), cold atmospheric outflows with intermittent heavy rainfall, and increasing winds (from 2 to 15 m s$^{-1}$). Accumulated rainfall exceeded 200 mm with 90% of precipitation occurring during the first week. The following break period was both dry and clear, with persistent 10–12 m s$^{-1}$ wind and evaporation of 0.2 mm h$^{-1}$. The evolving environmental state included a deepening ocean mixed layer (from ~20 to 50 m), cooling SST (by ~1°C), and warming/drying of the lower to midtroposphere. Local atmospheric development was consistent with phasing of the large-scale intraseasonal oscillation. The upper ocean stores significant heat in the BoB, enough to maintain SST above 29°C despite cooling by surface fluxes and ocean mixing. Comparison with reanalysis indicates biases in air–sea fluxes, which may be related to overly cool prescribed SST. Resolution of such biases offers a path toward improved forecasting of transition periods in the monsoon.
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More than one-third of the world’s population lives within the region influenced by the Asian monsoon, where the monsoon is a cornerstone of cultural identity, societal health, and economic security. The boreal spring season is a period of relative calm between the northeasterly winds of the winter (northeast) monsoon and the southwesterly winds of the summer (southwest) monsoon. In late April to early May, the surface temperatures reach a yearly maximum, with sea surface temperature (SST) exceeding 30°C over much of the northern Indian Ocean and daily maximum air temperatures exceeding 40°C over most of India. With the onset of the summer monsoon, southwesterly winds bring moisture-laden air and heavy rains to southern and southeastern Asia, providing a respite from the dry, hot boreal spring. Forecasting of variability in monsoon rainfall is critically important for the region with direct implications for water management policies and implementation of flood and drought mitigation strategies. Precipitation has a direct relation to regional economic prosperity through agricultural production. The gross domestic product of India covaries with rainfall anomalies over ~5% on a year-to-year basis (Gadgil and Rupa Kumar 2006). Production depends not only on the total accumulated rainfall but also on the timing of the abrupt rains accompanying the monsoon onset. The region’s reliance on and connection with the monsoon has long been appreciated (Iyengar 2009): “To deluge the earth with generous showers, and the lisping patter of rain, rings sweet to the ears of men” (translation of Kalidasa’s Ritusamhara from 1792, Pandit 1944; Murty 2014).

At a highly idealized level, the monsoon results from seasonal variation in solar forcing along with the contrasting thermal response of land and ocean. This commonly relied on framework ignores the critical role of moisture (e.g., Chou and Neelin 2003) and overlooks the development of monsoons in aquaplanet simulations (Bordoni and Schneider 2008). Understanding the observed mean monsoon circulation and its variation on intraseasonal to
interannual time scales requires careful consideration of the atmospheric circulation, from regional synoptic weather systems to the equatorial wave band to extratropical connections, and the processes that control exchange of heat, moisture, and momentum at the air–sea and air–land interfaces. The Asian monsoon is thus a result of complex coupled interaction between the atmosphere, ocean, and land, and this complexity presents a direct challenge for forecasting. Although many improvements have been realized over the more than century-long forecasting effort starting with early empirical studies by the India Meteorological Department (IMD; Archibald 1896; Sikka 2011) through to modern dynamical–statistical approaches (e.g., Saha et al. 2019), improving forecast skill of monsoon precipitation remains a fundamental challenge (Gadgil et al. 2005; Mandke et al. 2020).

Forecast fidelity of intraseasonal “active” (wet) and “break” (dry) periods is particularly poor (Neena et al. 2017; Lee et al. 2015). These periods of active and suppressed convection are often associated with large-scale propagating intraseasonal oscillations (ISOs), including the 30–60-day northeastward-propagating boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation (e.g., Jiang et al. 2004) and a 10–20-day westward-propagating mode (e.g., Krishnamurti and Ardanuy 1980). Recent model studies have indicated representation of ISOs is improved when the atmosphere is coupled to the ocean, suggesting a role for air–sea interaction in 10–60-day modulation of the monsoon (DeMott et al. 2014; Fu et al. 2007). Air–sea coupling can influence the intraseasonal signal either directly (e.g., through the phasing of air–sea fluxes, precipitation, and SST) or indirectly through control on the overall atmospheric state, which in turn influences the intraseasonal signal. The relative importance of a direct versus indirect feedback remains an open question (Klingaman and Woolnough 2014) that should be systematically explored (e.g., Klingaman and Demott 2020, show a strong link between ISO representation and ENSO phase in one model). Disentangling this physical dependence is not straightforward, and matters are made more complicated by sensitivity to the coupling approach including resolution and frequency (Klingaman et al. 2011). This sensitivity emphasizes the multiscale nature of intraseasonal variability and highlights the need for high-resolution observations of the ocean and atmosphere in different ISO phases.

The U.S. Office of Naval Research’s Monsoon Intraseasonal Oscillations in the Bay of Bengal (MISO-BoB) program was motivated by the need for high-quality, high-resolution observations that span from the upper ocean across the air–sea interface and atmospheric boundary layer into the troposphere during active and break periods of the summer monsoon. The aim of MISO-BoB and associated programs, India’s Ocean Mixing and Monsoons and the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory’s (NRL) Role of the Indian Ocean on Monsoon Intraseasonal Oscillations, is to understand the ocean’s influence on the coupled ocean–atmosphere signal at different spatial and temporal scales. Newly acquired data from both the 2018 and 2019 field seasons are being integrated with process-based models and regional simulations to determine pathways for improvements in representation of the coupled air–sea response.

Within the north-central Bay of Bengal, substantial freshwater from precipitation and rivers creates a shallow low-salinity layer and sharp pycnocline, which modifies the upper ocean’s response to atmospheric forcing (Jaeger and Mahadevan 2018; Thakur et al. 2019; Chaudhuri et al. 2019) and allows for development of subsurface warm layers and heat storage (e.g., Sengupta et al. 2008; Thadathil et al. 2016; Shroyer et al. 2016; Lucas et al. 2016). Coupled models tend to show biases in ocean mixed layer depth and SST in this region (Goswami et al. 2016, and references therein). MISO-BoB and partner programs are largely focused on understanding the three-dimensional processes that determine the upper-ocean stratification and heat storage, which in turn influence the atmosphere’s intraseasonal variability (e.g., Vecchi and Harrison 2002; Fu et al. 2003; DeMott et al. 2013). Physical processes of interest span both the atmosphere and upper ocean. Ongoing studies rely on observations, realistic models and reanalysis, and idealized modeling (coupled and uncoupled) in order to
detangle complex and interacting processes. Some efforts are focused on improvements to models and products, e.g., intercomparison of modeled and measured fluxes, assessment of oceanic vertical mixing parameterizations, and characterization of the high-resolution structure of cool atmospheric outflows. Other ongoing work is aimed at dynamical understanding of physical processes during the onset and summer monsoon, e.g., exchange of water from the coastal regions into the interior, the oceanic diurnal cycle in the presence of lateral fronts, modulation of the atmospheric boundary layer by ocean fronts, and intraseasonal variability of the land–sea breeze signal. Rather than provide a collection of initial results from these underway efforts, here, we focus on a descriptive summary of the conditions during the first multiweek cruise (4–23 June on board the R/V Thompson) of the 2018 MISO-BoB program (Fig. 1).

The 2018 MISO-BoB campaign occurred near the end of the northward progression of the monsoon onset in the central BoB. Here, we use the terminology “onset” to encompass the period of enhanced southwesterly winds that are sustained after the abrupt increase in precipitation in Kerala, which has long been used as an objective measure for onset date (e.g., Ananthakrishnan and Soman 1988). As is typically the case (Goswami 2005), the 2018 onset projected onto the northward propagating Monsoon IntraSeasonal Oscillation (MISO\(^1\)). Accordingly, the early part of the cruise was characterized by active conditions with intermittent, heavy rain, while the latter part of the cruise was relatively clear with little precipitation. In response to the onset, the ocean’s mixed layer deepened and SST cooled throughout most of the bay by roughly 1.5°C. Despite persistent winds, SST remained in excess of 29°C well into the summer monsoon season, a reflection of the significant amount of heat stored within the upper ocean above the thermocline.

2018 MISO-BoB program

A primary observational challenge of MISO-BoB (Fig. 1) was resolving the range of spatial and temporal scales relevant to intraseasonal activity within the Bay. To address this challenge, the program relied on high-resolution, short-duration sampling embedded within a large-scale observational framework consisting of the sustained measurements of the Research Moored Array for African–Asian–Australian Monsoon Analysis and Prediction (RAMA; McPhaden et al. 2009) and the Ocean Moored Buoy Network for the Northern Indian Ocean (OMNI; Venkatesan et al. 2013), together with program-supported long-term measurements (e.g., additional moorings, gliders, drifters, and floats).

Ship-based measurements (Fig. 1a) spanned the air–sea interface. The Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO) FastCTD (conductivity–temperature–depth) system (Pinkel et al. 2015) sampled temperature, salinity, and optical characteristics to ~200-m depth. Near-surface stratification was sampled at the bow via a weighted line with discretely spaced temperature and salinity sensors. Shipboard Doppler profilers measured upper-ocean currents, and the ship’s throughflow system sampled temperature, salinity, and fluorescence via an intake near 4-m depth. Meteorological sensors sampled near-surface winds, temperature, humidity, precipitation, and downward radiative components. Sea surface temperature (see sidebar “Sea surface temperature”) was sampled using a floating thermistor (nominally 5-cm depth), and skin temperature was measured by a down-looking radiometer. These data allow for calculation of bulk air–sea fluxes (Fairall et al. 1996, 2003), although direct covariance fluxes were also measured. Rawinsondes were launched at a minimum 12-h interval with supplemental time series of low-level wind profiles (lidar) and cloud height (ceilometer) at higher temporal resolution. Concurrently, air–sea fluxes and upper-ocean evolution were measured from a drifting buoy, which combines a Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution air–sea flux buoy and

\(^1\) The MISO index is defined by IMD’s analysis of variability in precipitation over India; in many cases, it can be interchanged with ISO, which we use to encompass intraseasonal variability more broadly.
SIO Wirewalker wave-powered profiler within ~50 km of the ship (Fig. 1b).

The above measurements represent a small component of the overall program, which included a second cruise out of Sri Lanka for basinwide NRL mooring deployments, augmentation of land-based radiosonde systems, a joint U.S.–Sri Lankan aircraft effort, and sampling by autonomous platforms (Fig. 1b). A U.S. Air Force WC-130J airplane from the 53rd Weather Reconnaissance Squadron performed a dropsonde survey along the equator, and deployed profiling floats and surface drifters. Several systems were targeted toward a multiyear presence (spanning 2018–19 and in some cases extending earlier). For example, enhancements to the Global Drifter Program

Sea surface temperature

The term “sea surface temperature” can encompass multiple meanings since measurements from different near-surface depths can vary due to the temperature structure over the upper few meters. Following Donlon et al. (2002), the hypothetical interface SST, which is not measurable with available technology, is the temperature in an infinitesimally thin layer at the air–sea interface. The skin SST, measured at depths $O(10–100)$ $\mu$m using a radiometer, is typically specified through a measurement wavelength. The skin SST is so named because surface cooling from longwave, sensible, and latent heat loss can cause a “cool skin” over the upper few centimeters, but it can also differ from other definitions of surface temperature because of shallow stratification near the surface, such as when a diurnal warm layer forms under weak winds (e.g., Prytherch et al. 2013; Hughes et al. 2020). The subskin temperature (~1-mm depth) is the temperature at the base of the conductive laminar skin layer. Beneath the subskin, where turbulent processes dominate heat transfer, near-surface temperature measurements are referred to as “bulk” SST, subsurface SST, or surface temperature at depth (Group for High-Resolution Sea Surface Temperature, GHRSST). It is this metric of SST that we refer to in the primary text. Although typically noted in association with a depth, we use the term generically to represent the breadth of platform data presented. In all cases, “SST” is measured as close to the surface as a platform allows spanning from above 1–10-m depth. For the wind speed range characterizing the cruise period, the observed difference between the skin (ship-based radiometer) and <10-m bulk (profiler and bow chain) was typically smaller than 0.2°C.
included barometer-equipped and directional wave spectra drifters in addition to standard surface velocity drifters. Autonomous underwater gliders that were deployed in late May 2018 provided information on the upper-ocean conditions south of the ship in a region where the reversing monsoon currents exchange water between the BoB and the neighboring Arabian Sea (Todd 2020). Drifters coupled with long-term Pressure-Sensing Inverted Echo Sounders (PIES) and glider-transects provide an effective framework for assessing long-term variability in exchange around Sri Lanka (see sidebar “Boundary currents near Sri Lanka”).

**Linking the Bay’s atmospheric state to large-scale conditions**

Prior to the 2018 summer monsoon, the winter season was characterized by strong subseasonal activity, including an active ISO and convectively coupled Kelvin waves, with several strong events circumnavigating the globe in upper-level wind anomalies. This state was somewhat unexpected given La Niña conditions, which are usually associated with a weakening ISO in the west and central Pacific Ocean (e.g., Woolnough et al. 2000). The 2018 monsoon onset was initiated by the intraseasonal mode that started to develop in early May.

**Boundary currents near Sri Lanka**

The seasonal boundary currents around Sri Lanka serve as conduits for freshwater out and salty water into the BoB (Jensen et al. 2016; Wijesekera et al. 2015; Anutaliya et al. 2017). Through its contribution to the freshwater budget, this exchange influences the upper-ocean stratification in the interior. A U.S.–Sri Lankan effort to observe this region utilized long-term arrays of moorings, PIES, underwater gliders, and surface drifters (Lee et al. 2016). The multiyear monitoring effort focused on two exchange gates: an east–west section along 8°N and north–south section along 80.5°E (Fig. 1 and Fig. SB1). Integrated volume transport (upper 200 m from PIES and altimetry) and surface currents (blended product from surface drifters, altimetry, and winds; Hormann et al. 2019) highlight seasonal and interannual variability within the boundary current system.

During the summer monsoon, there is southward flow across the eastern section (8°N), fed primarily from the Sri Lanka Dome offshore (Schott et al. 2009; Cullen and Shroyer 2019), as opposed to a continuation of the low-salinity East India Coastal Current (EICC) farther north. The southern section (80.5°E) usually shows eastward flow as part of the Southwest Monsoon Current (SMC; Schott et al. 2009). In 2018, the strongest flow transported 8.4 Sv (1 Sv = 10^6 m^3 s^-1) southward across 8°N in late June. Eastward transport reached 10 Sv across 80.5°E in early July. The duration of the SMC in 2018 was observed to be shorter than usual, returning to near-zero flow by early September rather than mid-October. Otherwise, the 2018 record is typical in that the timing of the onset and strength of the observed boundary currents fall near the multiyear mean (Fig. SB1).

![Normalized Cross-Section Flow (Positive Towards N and E)](image)

**Fig. SB1.** Sri Lankan boundary current observations at (top) 8°N and (bottom) 80.5°E. Colors denote different years with 2018 in black. Thick dashed lines are derived from PIES and altimetry; thin solid lines denote the drifter synthesis. All time series were processed with a 45-day moving-average filter, removal of mean values, and normalization by respective standard deviations.
in the central equatorial Indian Ocean (Figs. 2a,b). By the end of May, the northward shift of convection into the BoB (Fig. 2c) led to the subsequent rapid advance of precipitation over much of the Indian Subcontinent. With the onset over Kerala declared on 29 May, the 2018 onset was close to the average date of 1 June (Puranik et al. 2013). The monsoon progressed steadily through West Bengal, Odisha, and Chhattisgarh from 9 to 12 June. After this period, intraseasonal activity subsided, and the monsoon progress weakened considerably from mid- to late June (Fig. 2a). In July and August, BoB intraseasonal activity was reduced (Fig. 2b), as anomalously enhanced convection shifted toward the Pacific Ocean.

India received 91% of its June–September climatological rainfall in 2018 (IMD’s 2018 End of Season Report), characterizing the year as normal (within one standard deviation). Once

the monsoon developed (30 May forecast, Fig. 3), IMD’s operational forecast system skillfully predicted its northward propagation, as measured by the MISO index (Suhas et al. 2013). Forecasting skill was limited during the initial intensification of the ISO (15 May forecast, Fig. 3) as well as for higher-frequency variability (the 6 June forecast, Fig. 3 and Fig. 2b). Accurate projection of regional precipitation requires high forecasting skill of both MISO initiation and propagation, as well as representation of higher-frequency systems within.

A local perspective of the onset and transition from active and break conditions

Atmospheric evolution. Within the MISO-BoB observational region (Fig. 1b), the intraseasonal signal was accompanied by convectively coupled equatorial modes, which constructively interfered to produce elevated precipitation during the active phase early in the cruise (Figs. 2b,c). Regionally, the active phase (nominally prior to 13 June) was associated with relatively warm (Figs. 4a and 5a), moist (Fig. 5b) air in the midtroposphere. Low-level convergence in the northern Bay, which can be seen from 1,000-hPa wind fields (Figs. 4c), is consistent with ship-based measurements of high clouds (Fig. 5a) and enhanced precipitation (Figs. 5b and 5f). Local moistening of the lower troposphere (1,000–850 hPa, Fig. 5b) started from 6 June with a peak on 10 June in the midtroposphere (~600 hPa, Fig. 5), suggestive of

Fig. 2. (a) ISO phase and amplitude for 2018 (Kiladis et al. 2014). (b) Decomposition of precipitation anomaly (mm day^{-1}) during May and June of 2018 for the ISO (blue solid), Kelvin (blue dashed), Rossby (red solid), and mixed Rossby–gravity waves (red dashed). Anomalies are identified using wavenumber and frequency over 14°–15°N, 85°–90°E, the approximate position of the ship. Shading highlights when modes “constructively” and “destructively” interfere during the cruise period. (c) ERA5 eastward 10-m winds (shading) averaged over 85°–90°E. Gray contours highlight regions where the total hourly ERA5 precipitation exceeds 15 mm; white–blue contours are the filtered Rossby and ISO modes from (b), with positive anomalies as solid lines.
upward moisture transport by convection. Following the moistening and warming of the local atmosphere and deep convection, much of the bay experienced enhanced precipitation and reduced convective available potential energy (CAPE).

In contrast, the break phase was associated with cool, dry air aloft (Figs. 4a and 5a,b). Over this time, precipitation was isolated near the BoB’s eastern boundary (Figs. 4d), where orographic lifting of the moisture-laden southwest monsoon wind controls precipitation (Xie et al. 2006). A low-level divergence (Fig. 4d) coincided with a reduction of moisture during break conditions in the northern bay (Fig. 5b), consistent with previous work that shows a relationship between divergence and precipitation (Graham and Barnett 1987; Zhang et al. 2018). Clouds during the break period tended to be low and optically thin relative to earlier in the cruise (Fig. 5a).

A significant build-up of CAPE from the active to break phase occurs over the northern bay (Figs. 4a,b), consistent with previous observations (Bhat et al. 2001).

**Air–sea exchange.** Over the cruise duration, the ocean cooled by roughly 50 W m\(^{-2}\), with the net

![Fig. 4. ERA5-based atmospheric conditions during active (9–12 Jun) and break (16–19 Jun) periods in the north-central bay, showing anomalous air temperature (shading) and winds (vectors) in the (a),(b) midtroposphere and (c),(d) near-surface. Contours show convective available potential energy (CAPE) in (a) and (b) and precipitation in (c) and (d).](image-url)
heat loss greatest during the active period when insolation was typically much less than the clear-sky value (Fig. 5d). The net surface heat flux cooled the ocean at an average daily rate of $-83 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ over 4–13 June, and warmed the ocean at an average daily rate of $69 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ over 14–18 June. The SST reduced roughly $1.5^\circ\text{C}$ over the cruise (Fig. 6b). Consistent with the large-scale view (Fig. 4c,d), the observed 10-min wind speed (Fig. 5c)

Fig. 5. Ship meteorological fields include (a) virtual temperature anomaly with mean cloud height (diamonds shaded by opacity) and the planetary boundary layer height (black) (Holzworth 1967; Stull 1991); (b) specific humidity anomaly overlaid with cumulative evaporation less precipitation; (c) wind speed (black, LHS) and direction (gray, RHS) (bottom) near the surface and (top) at 600 hPa; (d) net surface flux (10 min in black, daily as diamonds), solar radiation (gray), and clear-sky radiation (blue); (e) other surface flux terms: latent (blue scaled by 50%), sensible (red), longwave (green), rain (yellow), and (f) near-surface air temperature (black, LHS) and precipitation (blue, RHS). Surface fields represent 10-min averages, and atmospheric anomalies from the time mean are interpolated from 2–4-times-daily radiosondes.
increased to 15 m s\(^{-1}\) (stress > 0.3 N m\(^{-2}\)) for several days before relaxing to a steady 10 m s\(^{-1}\) (0.15 N m\(^{-2}\)).

The surface meteorological record is punctuated by cold atmospheric outflows, often accompanied by significant precipitation (Fig. 5f). During these events, the typically southwesterly winds often rotated (Fig. 5c) and the specific humidity dropped (dry outflows, not shown). These events were common during the active period. The 10-min precipitation rate reached 120 mm h\(^{-1}\) during one event. The cruise-mean precipitation rate (0.55 mm h\(^{-1}\)) was more than twice the evaporation rate (0.20 mm h\(^{-1}\)), resulting in a local loss of moisture from the atmosphere (140 mm over the duration of the cruise, Fig. 5b).

**Oceanic evolution.** Initially, salinity stratification created a shallow ocean mixed layer (OML \(\sim\)20 m, Fig. 6d). Below, a 50-m-deep barrier layer (separation between the OML and deeper thermocline) contained water 0.5°–1°C warmer than the surface (Fig. 6c). Pronounced layering in temperature and salinity was seen throughout the barrier layer at vertical scales of 10 m and smaller (Figs. 6c,d), accompanied by patches of low Richardson number (ratio of the square of stratification to the square of vertical shear, Fig. 6e) indicating the potential for shear-driven turbulent mixing. By the conclusion of the cruise, the barrier layer had been destroyed, and the temperature-stratified OML base deepened to roughly 50 m (Fig. 6c). This transition occurred over a 3–4-day period as the winds increased (Fig. 5c).

As the monsoon winds gained strength, the barrier layer insulated the surface from cooler thermocline waters and provided a source of heat that dampened the response of SST to surface cooling. The buoy and ship SST remained steady at close to 30.5°C for several days (Fig. 6b) despite net surface heat loss of \(-105\) W m\(^{-2}\) (4–7 June, Fig. 6a) and a deepening OML (Fig. 6f). The erosion of the barrier layer (10 June, Figs. 6c,d) allowed entrainment of cool thermocline water into the mixed layer. Subsequently, SST rapidly cooled (10–11 June,
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Figs. 6a,b). With the transition to daily net heating (13 June) and a deeper OML, SST remained steady close to 29.5°C later in the cruise (Figs. 6a,b). While some variation in OML depth and SST is apparent between the buoy and ship, overall their evolution was remarkably similar (Figs. 6b,f) across the ~75-km scale of the array. Initially, the RAMA mooring at 15°N, about 150 km from the array in a region of greater accumulated precipitation (Fig. 1b), measured SST roughly 1°C cooler (Fig. 6b), but its SST also eventually equilibrated near 29.5°C matching that near the ship.

Observations during the MISO-BoB intensive operational period are contextualized by the basin-wide moored array (Fig. 7). The northward progression of the onset was discernible in both decreasing net surface heat flux (Fig. 7a) and increasing southwesterly winds (Fig. 7b). SST cooled by almost 2°C from late May steadying near 29.5°C in late June across the array (Fig. 7c). Diurnal SST anomalies, which reached 1°–2°C in late May, were negligible during the strong wind conditions characterizing the cruise period (Fig. 7c). In the northern Bay, differences in OML depth attributable to mesoscale eddies manifested as comparatively subtle variations in SST (within 0.5°C) relative to the overall cooling during the onset (see sidebar “Transition of the ocean mixed layer into the summer monsoon”).

Comparing observations and reanalysis
ERA5 (Hersbach et al. 2020) showed a persistent bias compared to the in situ MISO-BoB observations: reanalysis air temperature was too cool (~2°C), wind stress was too weak (max near 0.2 N m⁻² as opposed to >0.3 N m⁻²), and heat fluxes were too high. The cruise-average shortwave was too high by 30 W m⁻² in ERA5, compensated by reanalysis longwave and sensible fluxes that were too strong by 15 and 7 W m⁻², respectively. Measured latent cooling of −155 W m⁻² was similar to the reanalysis estimate of −158 W m⁻². These tendencies are generally consistent with adjustments to the atmospheric boundary layer expected over a prescribed SST that is too cool, i.e., stable boundary with reduced cloud cover and reduced momentum flux from strong winds aloft.
ERA5 relies on the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) foundation SST (Donlon et al. 2012). The MISO-BoB observations show that OSTIA SST was too cool 97% of the time, being low by more than 0.75°C (1°C) for 32% (13%) of the ship’s record length. Over the observational period, OSTIA SST was biased low by 0.65°C in the cruise average. This tendency for cool bias was not isolated to the ship region, but extended across the moored array over mid- to late June (Fig. 7d). Using all available SST estimates (floats, gliders, moorings, ship, and drifters), it appears that the OSTIA cool bias is limited to the central Bay during the ship observational period (Figs. 7 and 8).

Although OSTIA SST approaches magnitudes close to 28°C (Fig. 8b), a commonly applied threshold above which atmospheric convection is insensitive to SST (Gadgil et al. 1984), the observed upper-ocean temperature exceeded 28°C over the upper 40–80 m (Fig. 6c). This layer represents a substantial heat reservoir available for the atmosphere to tap into during the onset of the summer monsoon. For example, the upper 60 m of the ocean lost approximately 300 MJ m\(^{-2}\) of heat over the first week of the cruise. This loss of heat is equivalent to a cooling rate of many hundreds of watts per square meter (Fig. 6g), more than twice the magnitude of the peak daily net surface cooling. Consideration of the uniformity of SST cooling over a broad area combined with the subsurface evolution near the ship suggests turbulent mixing transports significant heat downward to the subsurface ocean during the monsoon onset. However, despite this rapid heat loss, the upper-ocean heat content relative to 28°C remains high at the end of the measurement period (~200 MJ m\(^{-2}\)) (Fig. 6g). The ocean would need to continue to lose heat at a rate of ~50 W m\(^{-2}\) (cruise-average rate) for more than one month to reach the 28°C threshold below which SST becomes an important factor in convection.

Conclusions
The results presented here are designed to showcase both the resources collected under MISO-BoB and partner programs as well as the qualitative complexity of the observed monsoon development. To our knowledge, this is the first ship-based record capturing the Bay’s transition during the onset, and these observations point suggestively toward targets for additional analysis. In this example, the presence of a subsurface temperature maximum provides a significant heat reservoir. This reservoir results in a lagged response of SST to intense

Fig. 8. (a),(b) Comparison between OSTIA foundation (shading) and observed (colored circles) SST. (c),(d) IMERG-derived rainfall (Huffman et al. 2015) in percentage of time (grayscale) and OSTIA SST bias (colored circles). Blue circles indicate OSTIA SST colder than observations. Columns show temporal averages over (left) 27 May–6 Jun and (right) 10–20 Jun. Observational assets have varying temporal resolution from sub-minute (ship) to 10-day increments (Argo). While the observational mean includes diurnal heating, the signal is small during the period of large bias (Figs. 6b and 7c).
Transition of the ocean mixed layer into the summer monsoon

Argo profiles obtained during the spring to summer transition (May–July 2018) in the central and western BoB provide a regional view of the changing OML properties as monsoon winds increase. The measured density profiles (Fig. SB2, top panels) reveal a wide range of values mainly in the 40–120-m depth interval marking the pycnocline. The depth of maximum pycnocline strength occurs near 20–40 m for the shallower pycnocline profiles, and 60–90 m for the deeper pycnocline profiles. As expected the shallower (deeper) pycnocline is related to lower (higher) steric height, marking cyclonic (anticyclonic) eddy features.

The mixed layer depth (MLD) increases from May into July, with the increase occurring during higher winds (Fig. SB2d). However, the MLD increase for a particular float depends on the initial pycnocline structure and barrier layer strength, which inhibits mixing of cool thermocline waters into the OML. Floats associated with higher steric (dynamic) height of the sea surface relative to 180 m develop deeper MLD by July (e.g., Argo ID 233, 234, and 264 in Fig. SB2e). Analogously, floats with lower steric height, e.g., Argo ID 154, 192, and 197, are associated with shallower MLD. Note that Argo floats do not simply capture the 1D stratification, as their parking depth is likely displaced from the overlying water column. For example, Argo ID 230 captured more of a hybrid relation of MLD to steric height, as the float shifted from high to low steric height.

Consistent with the observed broadscale cooling, the sea surface temperature (SST; Fig. SB2f), shows a weak relationship to the steric height and MLD relative to the overall change in SST (roughly 2°C) that occurs with the onset of the monsoon. The MLD increased from May through July 2018 under strong wind forcing, leading to cooling by entrainment that is insufficient to account for the overall reduction in SST from May through July. Additional sea to air heat flux is required, and more ocean heat removal is required for anticyclonic features as compared to cyclonic features. This is perhaps most readily apparent in the roughly 0.5°C spread at the end of the record shown in Fig. SB2 with slightly warmer (cooler) cyclonic (anticyclonic) features. In this way, the atmosphere “sees” (via air–sea heat flux) the ocean eddies.

![Fig. SB2](image-url)
up to hundreds of kilometers apart (Figs. 7 and 8). That geographic coherence points to the likely uniformity of the subsurface heat reservoir and suggests the relative importance of one-dimensional processes in modifying heat content, at least at this time of year. The observed heat loss can only be accounted for through mixing of heat to depth, the consequences of which need to be studied further particularly in the context of heat availability during ISO transitions and later within the fall cyclone season. These observations contrast with the situation later in the monsoon, when lateral gradients in SST are more pronounced and three-dimensional, submesoscale processes play a comparatively larger role in setting upper-ocean stratification (e.g., MacKinnon et al. 2016; Jaeger and Mahadevan 2018; Sree Lekha et al. 2018; Ramachandran et al. 2018). The incorporation of newly available observations and an understanding of the spatial footprint of the Bay’s upper-ocean heat content offers the potential to improve our understanding of how the ocean imprints on monsoon variability and vice versa.
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